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Abstract: 

Wireless Sensor Network or WSN are often used for sensing different physical data and report to a central collect ion unit whe re 

all the data from numerous WSN nodes are collected. Data dissemination and routing of data to destination is considered as th e 

work of node itself which requires lot of energy. Limited battery capacity being a constraint of WSNs they can be designed to 

work prolong even in remote environments . This can be achieved if nodes can be partitioned into a number of small groups, 

called clusters and each cluster has a cluster head. In this paper a new technique is used for creating a cluster and selecting a 

cluster head within cluster. The new process is implemented and checked using simulator NS2 -2.35. 
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Introduction 

A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of spatially  

distributed autonomous sensors to cooperatively pass their 

data through the network to a main location. They are often 

used for sensing different physical data and report to a 

central collection unit where all the data from numerous 

WSN nodes are collected.   

APPLICATIONS OF WSN 

1. Area monitoring  

2. Health related parameters monitoring  

3. Air pollution monitoring 

4. Forest fire detection 

5. Landslide detection 

6. Water quality monitoring  

7. Natural d isaster prevention 

8. Industrial monitoring  

9. Machine health monitoring 

10. Data logging 

11. Water/Waste water monitoring  

12. Vehicular movement monitoring 

 

Often data dissemination and routing of data to destination 

is considered as the work of node which requires lot of 

energy, computational power, memory, and efficiency and 

communicat ion capabilit ies. But wireless sensor devices 

being a stand-alone device in a remote location are 

considerably constrained in terms of energy, computational 

power, memory, efficiency and communication capabilities 

due to economic and technology reasons [1, 2, 3, 4].  

Each such sensor network node has typically several parts: a 

radio transceiver with an internal antenna or connection to 

an external antenna, a microcontroller, an electronic circuit  

for interfacing with the sensors and an energy source, 

usually a battery. 

Limited battery capacity being a constraint of WSNs they 

can be designed to work prolong even in remote 

environments, using the concept of energy efficiency. This 

can be achieved if nodes can be partitioned into a number of 

small groups, called clusters. Each cluster has a cluster 

head. So, instead of coordinating the data gathering and 

aggregation by each every single node, it is done by a one 

centrally located Cluster head. This remarkably reduce 

energy consumption and hence energy efficient.  

Advantages of Clustering  

• Trans mit  aggregated data to  the data sink 

• Reducing number of nodes taking part in trans mission  

• Useful Energy consumpt ion  

• Scalability for large number of nodes  

• Reduces communication ove rhead  

• Effi cien t use of resources in WSNs 

 

In this paper we evaluate and give some p lanning about 

prolonging network life by improving energy efficiency in 

cluster based techniques. 

Review of literature  

In this research paper [5] Hongbo Jiang et. al. proposes an 

energy efficient framework for clustering based data 

collection in WSN by integrating adaptively enabling/ 

disabling prediction scheme. An analysis of tradeoff 

between communication cost and prediction cost has also 

been made. The class of algorithms used is that of predictors 

which use past input values from the sensors to perform 

prediction operations.  

In the paper [6] Jin Shyan Lee et. al.  put forward fuzzy  

logic based clustering approach with an extension to the 

energy predication has been proposed to prolong the 

lifetime of WSNs by evenly distributing the load. Fuzzy  

clustering algorithms use fuzzy logic for blending different 

clustering parameters to select cluster heads. 

This paper [7] of Mao Song et. al. focuses on energy 

efficient unequal clustering scheme and inter cluster routing 
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protocol. Here, in the first phase, fuzzy logic module is used 

to handle the indecisions in electing cluster heads and 

determining the cluster size. 

This paper [8] Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz et. al. addresses 

issues associated with control of data trans - mission in 

wireless sensor networks (WSN) – a popular type of ad hoc 

networks with stationary nodes. Since the WSN nodes are 

typically battery equipped, the primary design goal is to 

optimize the amount of energy used for transmission. The 

energy conservation techniques and algorithms for 

computing the optimal transmitting ranges in order to 

generate a network with desired properties while reducing 

sensors energy consumption are discussed and compared 

through simulations. Also a new clustering based approach 

has been discussed that utilizes the periodical coordination. 

This paper [9] Somasekhar Kandukuri , Nour 

Murad ,Richard Lorion, work focuses on the idea of 

enhancing the network lifetime on the basis of cluster-heads 

(CHs) remaining energy levels. Energy efficiency is an 

active research area in WSNs technology. The changing 

CHs at every round for dynamic clustering, we propose two 

sorts of CH threshold function as energy threshold function 

and optimal CH range threshold function for maximizing 

the network lifetime. Simulat ion results show that our 

protocol maximizes the network lifet ime and captures the 

data three times more than the other known energy-efficient 

protocols in the literature. 

In this paper [10] Ossama Younis, Marwan Krunz, 

Srinivasan Ramasubramanian presents different classes of 

clustering approaches that have been proposed for WSNs. It 

also compares representative protocols like LEACH, HEED 

etc. Based on parameters like cluster formation criteria, 

complexity etc clustering in WSN faces several deployment 

challenges, such as ensuring connectivity, selecting the 

optimal frequency of CH rotation, computing the optimal 

cluster sizes, node synchronization etc. 

After reading all the paper it is found that to efficiently  

planning a cluster design based routing protocol it is very 

much essential that problem related to creating a cluster, 

selecting a cluster head within  cluster is a crucial object ive 

which is required to be addressed.  

Purposed work 

In the review of literature it is found that creating a cluster 

and selecting a cluster head within cluster is a crucial 

objective. It is found that creation of cluster within 

numerous nodes is a primary objective and if this design 

problem is solved than half of the battle shall be won.  

After creating a node out of numerous node then selecting a 

cluster head is required which require a lot of attention? If 

proper selection is not done a lot of energy is wasted and 

hence reduce the network life.  

For creating a cluster, first thing in mind is number of 

nodes. Then for a given area let M are the numbers of nodes 

then for creating N number of clusters. There should be 

M/N number of nodes are there in one cluster. Let this 

number is X. As N number of cluster should take full area 

so X number of nodes should take X/M percentage of area 

out of the total area. Figure below show how the grouping 

of nodes is done. 

  
Fig 1 Grouping of nodes to makes clusters 

 For selecting cluster head within cluster is another 

objective, which require attention. As it is already said that 

improper selection lead to lot of energy drainage. So cluster 

head is so chosen that it is located centrally within cluster. 

Within one cluster there should always be one cluster head.  

Algorithm used for the choosing cluster head is shown 

below     

 
Figure2 below depicts how cluster head is chosen. 

 
Fig 3 High light cluster heads and cluster nodes 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=%22Authors%22:.QT.Somasekhar%20Kandukuri.QT.&newsearch=true
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=%22Authors%22:.QT.Nour%20Murad.QT.&newsearch=true
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=%22Authors%22:.QT.Nour%20Murad.QT.&newsearch=true
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=%22Authors%22:.QT.Richard%20Lorion.QT.&newsearch=true
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Simulator NS2-2-35 is used to check the des ign and 

planning of creating a cluster, selecting a cluster head within  

cluster. Simulation parameters used are shown in the table. 

 

Table 1 show the simulat ion parameters  

Result and conclusion 

A planning is done and so is implemented on Simulator 

NS2-2.35 whose early result so that it shall give better 

results. However it is not compared with other cluster based 

routing protocol. It is found that transmission range is the 

deciding factor and huge energy is consumed if data have to 

be transferred to more distance than the smaller distance. So 

if cluster head is so made that it can have larger battery size 

as compared to other nodes than we can prolong the 

network life.  

A lot of work has to be done in this regard like comparing it 

with other cluster based routing protocols for its energy 

consumptions.  
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